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Viewers are wrappers around SSRS reports and allow you to test your reports
without a proper server and interact with the report designer directly without
having the report running in a server. With PerpetuumSoft Viewers, you can
easily create Microsoft Report Viewers for Microsoft Silverlight, Microsoft
Windows Store Apps, Windows Phone 8, Windows 8 and other Silverlight,

Windows Store, and Windows Phone 8 compatible applications. PerpetuumSoft
Viewers for SSRS Review: PerpetuumSoft Viewers for SSRS is an open

source.NET Framework 2.0 SSRS report viewer. PerpetuumSoft Viewers for
SSRS is a very useful package for SSRS development. It comes with many

useful features that can be easily used by developers and.NET Report Viewer
users. The following features are included in PerpetuumSoft Viewers for SSRS.
PerpetuumSoft Viewers for SSRS Features - Binding to dataset and parameters

- Automatic chart formatting - Support for automatic CSS - Support for
scrolling and zooming - Support for Pdf and rtf reports - Support for Unicode -

Support for.NET Framework 2.0 - Support for XML and JSON reports -
Support for Report Viewers in Microsoft Silverlight and Microsoft Windows
Store Apps - Support for.NET Windows Store Apps - Support for Windows

Phone 8 - Support for Windows Phone 7 - Support for Windows Phone
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Silverlight - Support for Windows 8 - Support for WPF - Support for HTML,
Css, JavaScript, Html - Support for RichTextBox and WebBrowser control -

Support for Dynamic Data Viewer - Support for.NET 3.5 SSRS - Support for
XML, HTML, Text - Support for XSL and XML documents - Support for
XML data - Support for Windows Store Apps - Support for DataViewer -
Support for HTML, CSS, Javascript - Support for HTML, Tables, CSS -

Support for Windows Form and WinRT - Support for Unicode - Support for
WPF and WPF4.5 - Support for WinForms - Support for C# and VB.NET -

Support for ASP.NET 2.0, 3.5 - Support for WinForms, WinForms 2.0,.NET
Framework 2.0,.NET Framework 3.5,.NET Framework 4.0,.NET Framework

4.5,.NET 4.0, ASP
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PerpetuumSoft Viewers for SSRS is a must have tool when it comes to any
reporting project that contains SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS)

Reporting Services reports. As most of you may already know, SSRS comes
with support for Excel, Word, PowerPoint, PDF and lots of other options.

Being an extremely powerful solution, SSRS provides numerous options that
enable developers to deliver reports through a variety of different delivery

platforms. However, sometimes the content of a report is large, sometimes it
might have a lot of charts, sometimes you need to generate a bunch of reports in

a single package. PerpetuumSoft Viewers for SSRS provides a great way for
delivering these reports. It comes with a set of features that allow developers to
deliver SSRS reports in a variety of formats (Excel, Word, PowerPoint, PDF,

HTML and XML). The viewer is designed to support various operating systems
including Windows (XP, Vista, Win7, Win8, Win10), as well as different

platforms including WPF, Silverlight, WinRT, iOS, and Android. The app is
compatible with SSRS 2012, 2013, 2016 and 2017. SPECIFIC FEATURES:

The Viewer for SSRS has a set of unique features that make it a must-have tool
when delivering SSRS reports to any platform, including: Display the report in
its original format Ability to save the report as PDF/PNG/JPG Ability to open

the report in its original format Export the report as an.rdl (for SSRS 2016)
and.rdlxml (for SSRS 2013, 2016 and 2017) Ability to print the report (or
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preview the print window) Ability to search in the report (make sure to mark
the Results Panel and click the Search button) Generate PDF with the report
Ability to open the report in its original format Ability to export the report as
an.rdl (for SSRS 2016) and.rdlxml (for SSRS 2013, 2016 and 2017) Generate
a.rdl (for SSRS 2016) and.rdlxml (for SSRS 2013, 2016 and 2017) from the

SQL script Clone the report Generate multiple reports inside a single package
Support for HTML, PDF, Excel, PowerPoint, Word and HTML5 Generate

images that match the size of the device being used Ability to resize the report
Provides a list of the report contents to be used in 1d6a3396d6
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PerpetuumSoft Viewers for SSRS is a useful package that was especially
designed to provide developers with a means of delivering SQL Server
Reporting Services Reports to a variety of platforms. PerpetuumSoft Viewers
for SSRS comes with support for Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF),
Silverlight as well as WinRT. The reports support exporting, printing, searching
as well as browsing inside their contents. This package is included in the
Windows 8 store (Microsoft store) Read more at: New Feature Prerelease
PerpetuumSoft Viewers for SSRS is a useful package that was especially
designed to provide developers with a means of delivering SQL Server
Reporting Services Reports to a variety of platforms. PerpetuumSoft Viewers
for SSRS comes with support for Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF),
Silverlight as well as WinRT. The reports support exporting, printing, searching
as well as browsing inside their contents. This package is included in the
Windows 8 store (Microsoft store) Read more at: Prerelease PerpetuumSoft
Viewers for SSRS is a useful package that was especially designed to provide
developers with a means of delivering SQL Server Reporting Services Reports
to a variety of platforms. PerpetuumSoft Viewers for SSRS comes with support
for Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF), Silverlight as well as WinRT.
The reports support exporting, printing, searching as well as browsing inside
their contents. This package is included in the Windows 8 store (Microsoft
store) Read more at: Prerelease PerpetuumSoft Viewers for SSRS is a useful
package that was especially designed to provide developers with a means of
delivering SQL Server Reporting Services Reports to a variety of platforms.
PerpetuumSoft Viewers for SSRS comes with support for Windows
Presentation Foundation (WPF), Silverlight as well as WinRT. The reports
support exporting

What's New in the?

The PerpetuumSoft Viewers for SSRS package for developers is a package that
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was designed with the objective of providing simple way for creating SSRS
reports for web, Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF), Silverlight and
WinRT (Windows Runtime) through a single package. PerpetuumSoft Viewers
for SSRS Features: The Report generator in SSRS is having various new
features including being able to render the report to PDF, XPS, Excel,
PowerPoint and to HTML. There is a new module available for creating
Dashboard reports with interactive parts including charts and panels which was
introduced in SSRS 2012. Web-based report previews will now be presented
inside the report viewer. The reports will now be grouped by publication date. If
you work with a team, there is now a more effective way of viewing who is
working on which reports as well as who has changed the status of the reports.
The users in PerpetuumSoft Viewers for SSRS will be able to setup custom
permissions for each report. This package will now be able to detect and report
on specific reports that have been deployed to the report server. The package
will now be able to detect which of the SSRS reports has been deployed to the
report server. The package will now be able to detect and report which of the
report has been deployed to the report server. PerpetuumSoft Viewers for SSRS
Description: PerpetuumSoft Viewers for SSRS is a useful package that was
especially designed to provide developers with a means of delivering SQL
Server Reporting Services Reports to a variety of platforms. PerpetuumSoft
Viewers for SSRS comes with support for Windows Presentation Foundation
(WPF), Silverlight as well as WinRT. The reports support exporting, printing,
searching as well as browsing inside their contents. PerpetuumSoft Viewers for
SSRS Features: The Report generator in SSRS is having various new features
including being able to render the report to PDF, XPS, Excel, PowerPoint and
to HTML. There is a new module available for creating Dashboard reports with
interactive parts including charts and panels which was introduced in SSRS
2012. The reports will now be grouped by publication date. If you work with a
team, there is now a more effective way of viewing who is working on which
reports as well as who has changed the status of the reports. The users in
PerpetuumSoft Viewers for SSRS will be able to setup custom permissions for
each report. This package will now be able to detect and report on specific
reports that have been deployed to the report server. The package will now be
able to detect and report which of the SSRS reports has been deployed to the
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report server. The package will now be able to detect and report which of
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System Requirements:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7, Windows Vista®, Windows XP® CPU: Intel®
Pentium® III 2.0 GHz or equivalent; Memory: 4.5 GB RAM (2 GB
recommended); HDD: 100 MB free hard disk space (20 MB recommended)
VGA: 256 MB display resolution Mouse and Keyboard Sound Card: DirectX®
Compatible sound card (recommended) Hard Drive Install Size: 20 GB The
minimum system requirements are: OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7
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